INVITATION TO THE AUTUMN FAIRS 2012
Our newest catalogues 2012
Dear customer,
Today you receive our Novelty additional catalogue and the stock lot catalogue.
Important for you: above mentioned catalogues are only additional catalogues, our main
and Christmas catalogue as well as the additional catalogues from July 2011 are still valid.
Our catalogues are our “silent sales representatives”. As you know, we don’t work with sale
representatives, we sell our products at fairs, through catalogues, in our show room and
recently through our internet-shop.
Be curious and take a look in our internet-shop under www.wurmkg.de .
Between the print phases you can find already there the photos of our novelties and bargains
as well as their description and the scaled prices.
The access is very easy:
Username: your customer number / password: your postal code.
You can find a detailed instruction concerning our internet-shop in our main catalogue page
6 till 7, or at our web page at the beginning under “instructions open”.
Novelties at Wurm 2012:
1. a big variety of summer trend items
2. flags and fan articles for the
European championship
3. many new mugs in a very broad
assortment

4. one of the biggest Buddha collections in
Europe
5. many and extremely low priced
picture frames
or just take a look through our new collection

Take notice particularly this time of our special offer catalogue. The discounts in our stock lot
catalogue are huge, some times over 50% from the previous catalogue prices. Take
advantage of these bargains and order it right now, because these bargains are quickly sold
out!
We are looking forward to receiving your nice order and wish you many joy skimming through
our catalogues and scrolling in our web page.

Our Autumn fairs 2012:
Vivanti Düsseldorf
Trendset München
Earlybird Hamburg
Tendence Frankfurt
IAW KÖLN
Best regards
Eckart Wurm

30/6/12 - 02/07/12 hall 3, B 08 + B 10
07/07/12 – 09/07/12 hall B 2, C 20 + C 30
28/07/12 – 30/07/12 hall B 5
24/08/12 – 28/08/12 hall 9.1, A 50 + A 80
25/09/12 – 27/09/12 hall 10.2

